Introduction

According
to Darwin, evolution depends on accumulated, small, undirected changes, and the direction of evolution is conferred by selection, natural or sexual. In modern terms, the mutational changes in the genome are more or less random, but those that are advantageous are fixed by natural selection. Molecular evolution may also result from random fixation of selectively neutral mutations (Kimura and Ohta 197 1; Kimura 1983) , but in this case as well, the genome plays a passive role and does not influence the direction of the evolution.
Whether nearly random changes alone are an adequate basis for evolution has often been questioned.
We describe here the evolution of involucrin, a protein present in keratinocytes of epidermis and other stratified squamous epithelia. Involucrin is synthesized during terminal differentiation;
it is a preferred substrate of keratinocyte transglutaminase and is a precursor, along with other proteins, of an envelope located beneath the plasma membrane.
In the last stages of terminal differentiation, the transglutaminase is activated and the proteins of the envelope become cross-linked.
The coding region of the involucrin gene lies within'a single exon whose nucleotide sequence is now known for five hominoids, four Old-World monkeys, three NewWorld monkeys, the tarsioids, two prosimians, and two nonprimate mammals. In each of the 17 species, the coding region of the gene contains a segment of short tandem repeats. The repeats in the prosimians and tarsioids are shorter than those in 1. Key words: involucrin, repeat evolution, mammals. 1 nonprimate mammals, because of the absence of codons at specific locations in the repeats. In the higher primates, the repeats are still shorter for a different reason: this lineage generated a new segment of shorter repeats at another site in the coding region and eliminated the older segment of longer repeats. The modern segment of repeats continued to grow vectorially by successive addition of repeats, a process that has persisted in anthropoid sublineages after their divergence from each other and in different alleles of the gene within a species. The evolution of the segment of repeats has been dominated by different mechanisms in nonanthropoids and anthropoids: this means that other genes acting differentially must have provided the mechanisms that were used in the remodeling of the involucrin gene. Although natural selection and random fixation of mutants are likely to have played some role in the evolution of involucrin, the rest of the genome has been essential for that evolution by introducing and changing the mechanisms by which the gene was altered. These mechanisms must be controlled, because they are orderly and persistent, and yet they are subject to sudden changes. In what follows, we will be concerned with trends in the evolution of the involucrin gene and with the changes in the mechanisms by which these trends have been sustained.
The Cross-linked Envelope of the Epidermal Cell
In the corneocytes of the outer layer of the epidermis, a chemically and physically resistant envelope lies immediately beneath the remains of the plasma membrane (Farquhar and Palade 1965; Matoltsy and Matoltsy 1966; Sun and Green 1976; Green 1977; Hohl 1990 ). The envelope is formed in the granular or transitional cell layer, just before the onset of programmed cell death and the accompanying destruction of the cell nucleus, organelles, and protein-synthesizing machinery. The final product is a skeletal remnant of the cell, consisting of a network of keratin filaments, surrounded by the cross-linked envelope.
The envelope is composed of proteins, of which the first to be described was involucrin (Rice and Green 1979; Banks-Schlegel and Green 1981; Watt and Green 198 1) . Later, keratinocyte-specific proteins of 195 kd and 2 10 kd, as well as several other proteins, were also found to become cross-linked (Simon and Green 1984) . A 25-38-kd protein loricrin, found in the keratohyaline granules, also appears to be cross-linked into the envelope (Mehrel et al. 1990; Steven et al. 1990; Hohl et al. 1991) .
The cross-linking is the result of the action of a transglutaminase. This enzyme introduces isopeptide glutamyl-lysine bonds between the envelope proteins (Rice and Green 1977; Sugawara 1979) . The cross-linking produces a stable polymer that cannot (in contrast to keratin filaments) be dissolved by a combination of an ionic detergent and a reducing agent (Sun and Green 1976; Green 1977 ) . This makes the cross-linked envelopes the most resistant structures in the epidermis.
The responsible transglutaminase is specific to the keratinocyte (Lichti et al. 1985; Thacher and Rice 1985; Parenteau et al. 1986 ). The enzyme is anchored in the plasma membrane (Simon and Green 1985; Thacher and Rice 1985) , by means of a fatty-acid moiety near its N-terminus (Chakravarty and Rice 1989; Rice et al. 1992) . Although keratinocytes also contain the soluble tissue-type transglutaminase (Lichti et al. 1985; Thacher and Rice 1985 ) , it is the keratinocyte-specific, membrane-anchored transglutaminase that plays the main role in envelope cross-linking (Simon and Green 1985 ) . Keratinocyte membrane preparations containing this enzyme will catalyze the cross-linking of involucrin into insoluble aggregates or will couple involucrin to amines of small molecular weight, such as dansylcadaverine, putrescine, or glycine ethylester Green 1985, 1988) . In cross-linking substrate proteins, the keratinocyte transglutaminase prefers involucrin to bulk cytosolic protein by a factor of -50.
Reactive Glutamine Residues in Substrates of Transglutaminases Are Often Located within a Segment of Repeats
Transglutaminases are of numerous kinds (Greenberg et al. 199 1) and are synthesized by different cell types (Folk 1983; Lorand and Conrad 1984) . Some transglutaminases, such as factor XIII (Folk 1980 ) and the prostatic vesiculase (WilliamsAshman et al. 1972 ) , are secreted and catalyze cross-linking of extracellular substrates. Others remain in the cell and have intracellular substrates. The cDNAs for three different transglutaminases have been cloned and sequenced: factor XIII (Grundmann et al. 1986; Ichinose et al. 1986; Takahashi et al. 1986 ), tissue transglutaminase (Ikura et al. 1988) ) and keratinocyte transglutaminase (Phillips et al. 1990b; Kim et al. 199 1) . The genes for the three enzymes were derived from a common ancestral gene (Phillips et al. 1992) . In contrast, the substrates of the different transglutaminases are not homologous: the amino acid sequences surrounding the reactive glutamines may be different even in orthologous proteins, such as the fibrin a chains of the human and of the lamprey (Doolittle et al. 1979; Wang et al. 1989) .
Substrates of transglutaminase commonly but not always contain a segment of short, tandem, amino acid repeats (table 1) . But there is wide disparity between the different substrates in the length of the repeated sequence, the number of repeats, the overall length of the segment of repeats, and the ratio of its length to the total length of the protein. Of the transglutaminase substrates listed, three are products of epidermal cells or cells of an epidermal appendage: involucrin, loricrin, and trichohyalin, a product of the inner root sheath of the hair follicle. Involucrin and trichohyalin, whose segments of repeats are rich in glutamine, glutamic acid, and leucine, are more similar to each other than to loricrin. Another epidermal protein, profilaggrin, also contains repeats in its coding region (McKinley-Grant et al. 1989; Dale et al. 1990; Gan et al. 1990 ); however, these repeats are much longer (>300 amino acids). This protein has been thought to be a substrate for transglutaminase (Richards et al. 1988 ), but additional evidence on this point seems necessary.
In most transglutaminase substrates, glutamine is a consensus amino acid residue in the segment of repeats. The glutamine most reactive in the cross-linking reaction is frequently located in this segment; this is true for the a chain of human fibrin (Wang et al. 1989 ) and for involucrin (Simon and Green 1988) . It must be true for the vesicular clotting protein, which consists entirely of repeats (Moore et al. 1987) ) and is likely to be true for trichohyalin. In the case of involucrin, the transglutaminase distinguishes between different repeats in locating its preferred glutamine, but this does not mean that any repeat is indispensable, since removal of a number of repeats, including the one containing the preferred glutamine, renders glutamine residues in the remaining repeats more reactive ( Simon and Green 1988 ) . In loricrin, glutamine residues are not found within any of the repeats.
Probable Origin of the Involucrin Coding Region from PoIy CAG
The involucrin gene does not belong to a known gene family, and as its coding region is contained within a single exon, the involucrin gene was not, like many other genes (Dorit et al. 1990 ), assembled by exon shuffling. A clue as to how the coding region of this gene was generated comes from its unusual codon composition. The d Reference: Moore et al. ( 1987) . ' A black dot above a Q denotes that it is usually absent in prosimians and Tarsius. 'Only part of primary translation product is known. Reference: Fietz et al. (1990) . s Role as transglutaminase substrate is not completely demonstrated. Reference: Mehrel et al. (1990) .
Gene-altering Mechanisms in Involucrin Evolution 98 1 glutamine codon CAG is the most abundant; the glutamic acid codon GAG and the leucine codon CTG are the next most abundant. Together, the CAG codon and codons differing from it by a single nucleotide account for 54%-64% of the codons in the involucrin genes of a nonprimate mammal, the pig (Sus XX&Z), a prosimian ( GaZago crassicaudutus), and a higher primate (the human) (table 2) . If the occurrence of each nucleotide were equally probable in the three positions of each codon, 44% of the codons would be expected to contain nucleotides other than C in the first position, other than A in the second position, and other than G in the third position. The actual frequency of such codons is 9%-17% (table 2 ) . It seems plausible that the involucrincoding region began as poly CAG and was thereafter modified by nucleotide substitutions, but not sufficiently to obliterate the resemblance of the present gene to poly CAG (Eckert and Green 1986) . Since glutamine residues act as the amine acceptors in the transglutaminase catalyzed cross-linking, involucrin at its earliest evolutionary stage might have been able to function as a substrate.
Other Genes Containing Poly CAG and Closely Related Codons
There are many examples of short tandem repeats in DNA, both coding and noncoding (Tautz 1989) . It has been shown that early coding sequences were constructed from repeats of oligomeric units (Ohno 1987) ) but duplications of short sequences have occurred even in recent times (Ryan and Dugaiczyk 1989) . Such a process could occur by replication slippage (Levinson and Gutman 1987) or by unequal recombination. Reiterated CAGs are found in the coding region of the genes for some transcription activators, such as Sp 1 (Courey and Tjian 1988 ) and SNFS (Laurent et al. 1990) ) and also in the opa sequence of homeobox-containing Drosophila genes, Total   347  100  29  115  33  215  62  36  10 NOTE-The coding region is divided into the segment of repeats and the segments flanking it. Values for codon abundance are given for one higher primate, one prosimian, and one nonprimate mammal. One-half to two-thirds of all codons either are CAG or differ from it by one nucleotide. Only 9%-17% of codons differ from CAG at all three nucleotide positions.
such as those of the antennapedia complex (Laughon et al. 1985) , notch, and mastermind.
Of the 3 1 codons in the opa repeat of notch, 23 are CAG, and 8 differ from CAG by a single nucleotide (Wharton et al. 1985a (Wharton et al. , 1985b . In the opa sequence of mastermind (Yedvobnick et al. 1988; Smoller et al. 1990 ), stretches of CAG are more extensively modified. For example, two sequences found in that gene are CAT CTG CAG CAG CAA CAG CAG CTG CAA CTG CAA CAG CAG CAG CAC (codons 43-57) and CAT CAC CAG CAA CAG CAA CAG CAC CAG CAC CAG CAG CAG CAG CAG CAA CAA (codons 390-406 ). It seems that the formation of poly CAG and the subsequent introduction of nucleotide substitutions have been a reused pattern for the generation of coding DNA in evolution. It is interesting that notch, like mastermind, is expressed in ectodermal precursor cells and plays a role in their differentiation into epidermal cells (Greenspan 1990 ). The notch gene encodes a membranespanning protein (Johansen et al. 1989; Kidd et al. 1989) , whereas mastermind and most homeotic genes encode proteins that localize to the nucleus (Laughon et al. 1985; Smoller et al. 1990 ).
Repeats of nucleotide triplets are normally present in both coding and noncoding regions of human genes, but the addition of triplets beyond a certain number leads to disease. This is true for the FMR-1 gene, in which excessive addition of CGG triplets leads to the fragile-X syndrome (Fu et al. 199 1; Kremer et al. 199 1; Verkerk et al. 199 1; Caskey et al. 1992) ; for the androgen receptor gene, in which excessive addition of CAG triplets to the coding region leads to X-linked spinal and bulbar atrophy (La Spada et al. 199 1) ; and for the DM gene, in which excessive addition of CTG triplets to the 3' untranslated region results in myotonic dystrophy (Brook et al. 1992; Mahadevan et al. 1992) . As a result of additions in the germ line, the number of these repeats tends to increase progressively in successive generations. A similar process appears to take place in somatic cells. The triplets differ from CAG by, at most, one nucleotide. These diseases are apparently the result of an evolutionary mechanism operating at an inappropriate site. The addition of CAGs to the involucrin gene, a process we postulate to have occurred in the formation of the gene, has not completely stopped, since there is a recently added stretch of 14 consecutive CAGs in the coding region of the mouse gene (P. Djian, unpublished results) .
Size of the Involucrin Molecule
It is not yet known at what stage in evolution the involucrin gene made its appearance. In terrestrial animals, the important function of the epidermis in preventing dehydration is due largely to the layer of cornified cells that contain the cross-linked envelopes. Since even amphibians possess corneocytes with envelopes resembling those of mammals (Farquhar and Palade 1965; Parakkal and Alexander 1972) , it seems probable that the involucrin gene is present in all terrestrial animals, but so far it has been identified only in mammals.
The sizes of the involucrin molecules of five groups of primates are shown in figure 1. Although these sizes vary somewhat in closely related species, there has been a definite increase in size, from prosimians to New-World monkeys to Old-World monkeys to hominoids. The involucrins of the latter have an average length of 632 amino acid residues, compared with 409 residues for the prosimians. The extremes for all mammals examined to date are 285 residues for the dog and 835 residues for the orangutan. As the coding region outside the segment of repeats has changed little 
FIG. 1 .-Length of the involucrin molecule and its segment of repeats in primates. P and M are the sites at which tandem repeats may be located. Numbers of residues include the encoded N-terminal methionine, which is cleaved from the protein. For those species whose involucrin gene is known to be size polymorphic, the largest alleles were used to compute the average size. Numbers in parentheses are numbers of species examined for each taxon.
in length, the increasing size of the involucrin molecule has resulted from an increasing size of the segment of repeats. The length of the consensus repeat has actually decreased during this evolution, but this is more than compensated by an increase in the number of repeats ( fig. 2 ) .
Two Different Segments of Repeats in Involucrins of Different Lineages
There is little suggestion from figures 1 and 2 of d&continuities in the evolutionary trend toward both decrease in length of repeat and increase in number of repeats. Yet there are two different sites at which segments of repeats have been generated during the evolution of the coding region ( fig. 3) . One nucleotide sequence, located at site P, -80 codons from the translation start site, was duplicated in every nonanthropoid mammal examined. Another sequence, located at site M, -68 codons downstream of site P, was duplicated in the anthropoids to produce a modem segment of repeats, and the segment of repeats at site P was excised. Only the tarsioids possess repeats at both locations (Djian and Green 199 1). The segments of repeats at site P and at site M have been subjected to different evolutionary mechanisms. The nonprimate mammals, the prosimians, and the tarsioids all have a segment of repeats at site P. The repeats in the different species are homologous ( fig. 4) : the consensus sequence of each species is 90%-98% identical to the common consensus sequence, suggesting that all five lineages acquired, from a common ancestor, a segment of repeats at site P. This conclusion is supported by the presence, in each of the five species, of a very similar incomplete repeat, consisting of six codons at the 3' end of the segment of repeats ( fig. 5 ) . Apart from this incomplete repeat, it is impossible to relate the individual repeats of different species to each other with sufficient precision to decide which were acquired from a common ancestor. This is very different from 
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G.cmsicaudatusCAG GAG CAG G% CTG CAC CTG G< AAA(---------)CAG CAG GAG TCT
LM&l CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG CAC CTG GGA AAG(---------)CAG CM GAG CCA 19
T. bancanus CAG GAG CAG GAA GTG CAC CTG GGA AAG CA;(------)CAG CAG GAG CCT
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COIIMIIOn CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG CAC CTG GGA AAG CAG(------)CAG CAA GAG TCA Consensus FIG. 4.-Consensus sequence of the segments of repeats at site P in five nonanthropoid species. Consensus nucleotides of each species divergent from the common consensus are in boldface. The location in Cunis familiaris of an additional four-codon sequence is indicated by the arrowhead (V) . Consensus deletions of CAG codons in the prosimians and the tarsioids are indicated. C. familiaris = dog (Tseng and Green 1990); S. scrojb = common pig (Tseng and Green 1990); G. crussicuudutus = greater bush-baby (Phillips et al. 1990~) ; L. cattu = ring-tailed lemur (Tseng and Green 1988); and T. buncunus = Horsfield's tarsier (Djian and Green 1991) .
the situation at site M of the anthropoids and is the result of alteration of codons by mechanisms that did not operate at site M. These alterations are described below.
B. Reduction in Repeat Length
Among the five species, there are four different consensus repeat lengths that are the result of indels. CAG codons corresponding to those located at positions lo-12 in the pig are usually absent from the prosimians: consequently, in both Galago crassicaudatus ( fig. 5 ) and Lemur catta, most repeats contain not 16 codons, as in the pig, but 13. Tarsius also lacks codons in this region (fig. 5) ; but in this case there are two fewer codons per repeat than in the pig, leaving 14 codons as the consensus repeat length. The missing codons in Tarsius are assigned arbitrarily to codon positions 11 and 12 but could be at any two of the positions lo-14.
These patterns could be the result of either site-specific insertions producing longer repeats or site-specific deletions producing shorter repeats. We favor the latter explanation for the following reasons: CAG codons corresponding to those located at positions lo-12 in the pig are also present in the dog and in some repeats of the galago and the lemur. If the ancestral repeats lacked codons lo-12, these codons would have to have been inserted independently in the tarsier, the pig, and the dog and in some repeats of the prosimians, in order to generate the present-day repeats found in those 1 CAG CAG CAG GAA CTG C G CAG CAG CAG CAG CAA GAA TCA 2 CAG @& CAG GAA CTG C CAG CAG CAG CAA CAA GAG TCA 3 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAG CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 4 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAG CAG ---CAA CAA GAG TCA 5 CAG @ CAG GAA CTG C CAT CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 6 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAT CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 7 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAG CAG CAG CAA CAA GAG TCA 8 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAG CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 9 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAT CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 10 CAG C#S CAG GAA CTG C CAG CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 11 CAG GAG CAG GAA CTG C CAC CAG CAG CAG CAA GAG TCA 12 CAG GAG CAG GA?i CTG C CAG CAG CAG GAG CTC ------13 CAG @+Z CAG GAA GTG C .
T. bancanus
Common consensus sequence, site P, 5 non-anthropoids
of repeats at site P in Sus SUOJI (the common pig), Galago crassicaudatus, and Turks bancanus. In the absence of a clear indication as to the existence of an old and a new end, the repeats are numbered 5' to 3'. In the first two species there are 13 repeats, and in T. bancanus there are 18. The last repeat is incomplete in all three species, as in the dog and the lemur. The consensus repeat length is 16 codons in the pig, but G. crassicaudafus, like Lemur catta, usually lacks codons at three adjacent positions, whereas T. bancanus uniformly lacks codons at two adjacent positions. Nucleotides in boldface are those deviating from the common consensus of five species; those boxed (four or more identical nonconsensus nucleotides in the same position) show evidence of nucleotide correction. In the pig, the consensus nucleotide for the five species has been replaced completely or nearly completely at five positions. At least one and possibly two of these uniform substitutions are silent. The Galago segment of repeats shows clearly that the correction process acts most commonly between adjacent repeats. The only identical repeats in Carago are 10-12, but identical nonconsensus nucleotides are spread to four, five, six, or more adjacent repeats (boxed nucleotides). Where a series of identically corrected nucleotides is marked with a dot, that nucleotide is not found in a single repeat of the four other species whose site P has been sequenced. In Tarsius, although no 2 of the 14 codon repeats are identical, the 11 codons of repeats 7 and 8 are identical to the corresponding 11 codons of repeat 6 (Djian and Green 199 1) . These are the only recent duplicates in the segment. Repeat 8 could be viewed as an incomplete duplicate of repeat 6, and repeat 7 could be viewed as an incomplete duplicate of repeat 8. Boxed G's in codon 5 yield a consensus G. As G is rare at this position in the repeats of the other four species, the G's in Tarsius appear to be spreading by a process of local correction.
C. Number of Repeats at Site P The involucrin genes of the dog and of the pig have 6 and 13 repeats, respectively, and the gene of the mouse has 2 1 (P. Djian, unpublished results). The mean value for the two prosimians is 16, and Turks has 18. In view of the variability in repeat number in the nonprimate mammals, it is not clear that the lower primates have a larger number of repeats than do nonprimate mammals. All of the lineages possessing a segment of repeats at site P show clear evidence of recent repeat generation, in the form of identical or nearly identical duplicates of preexisting repeats. The largest of these is in Lemur cutta, which has recently duplicated a block of six repeats (Tseng and Green 1988).
D. Change in Consensus Sequence
In no two of the five nonanthropoid species do the repeats at site P have an identical consensus nucleotide sequence. In a total of nine codons, 13 consensus nucleotides have clearly changed in one or more species, and 8 others are close to changing ( fig. 6 ). Consensus nucleotides differing between species may be in any position of a codon and may or may not lead to amino acid replacements ( fig. 4 ).
Changes in a consensus nucleotide must have resulted from a nucleotide substitution in one repeat, followed by systematic correction of nucleotides at corresponding positions in other repeats. The correction has proceeded to different extents both at different codon positions within a segment of repeats and at the same codon position in the segments of repeats of different lineages. In some cases the correction has gone to completion: for example, the first nucleotide of codon 9 is uniformly C in the pig but is uniformly A in L. catta and Tarsius and is mostly A in Galago crassicaudatus (fig. 5 ) . When different nucleotides are found at corresponding positions in different repeats, adjacent repeats tend to be more homogeneous in possessing the same nucleotide. This is particularly true of G. crussicuudatus, in which the process of correction must have acted preferentially across adjacent repeats (Phillips et al. 1990a ). This process even extended to the last incomplete repeat, which is present in all five species; nucleotide correction in this repeat is seen in the fourth codon position of G. crassicaudatus and in the fifth codon position of Tarsius (fig. 5).
Change in consensus nucleotides without marked increase in the number of repeats could result from two sequential steps of unequal recombination, each corresponding to a process of nonconjugate orthologous crossing-over (Fitch 1973) . One recombination would add repeats bearing the substituted nucleotide, and the other would eliminate repeats lacking the substituted nucleotide; this would produce repeat turnover. Change in consensus nucleotide could also occur by a single process of double crossover. Both of these require two targeted events, which should correct a substantial length of sequence, giving rise to identical repeats.
Although the correction process may be extensive, the number of identical repeats at site P is relatively small. In the pig, there are only 2 pairs of identical repeats among the 13 ( 3=8 and 6=9), and yet a single nucleotide of the pig, differing from the corresponding consensus nucleotide of each of the other four species, has spread across 11 or 12 of the repeats. This has occurred at five different positions ( fig. 5) . Similarly, whereas only 3 of the 13 repeats of G. crussicuudatus are identical (repeats lo-12 ), single nucleotides differing from the common consensus have been extended to 4, 5, 6, or more adjacent repeats (Phillips et al. 1990~) . In order to achieve this result, double recombinations would have to occur frequently at distances less than a repeat . . . -Change of consensus nucleotide in the repeats at site P. Shown are those codon positions in which a consensus nucleotide has changed or is close to changing in some lineage. The upper nucleotide of the pair of alternative nucleotides is the consensus nucleotide of all five species. The numerators and denominators below give the frequency of the two alternative nucleotides for each species. A solid box indicates that the relative frequency of the two nucleotides has been clearly reversed in a lineage, and a hatched box indicates that the relative frequency of the two nucleotides is on the verge of reversal. length. As this seems improbable, we favor gene conversion as the correction mechanism.
The existence of a mechanism for repeated nucleotide correction was first postulated in order to explain the intraspecies constancy of ribosomal spacer sequences in the face of their rapid interspecies divergence (Brown et al. 1972 ). This mechanism may also act in coding regions of genes (Blumlein et al. 1986 ). Gene conversion acting in a preferred direction (biased gene conversion) could lead either to fixation of mutations or to their elimination (Dover 1982; Nagylaki and Petes 1982) . Such a process is the most likely cause of the changes in nucleotide sequence of site P of the involucrin gene. A similar conclusion was reached with respect to the correction process operating between adjacent repeated chorion genes in Bombyx mori (Spoerel et al. 1989) .
In summary, a segment of repeats at site P was acquired, in some form, from a common ancestor of all the mammalian groups to which the five species belong. In each lineage, changes were made in the length of the repeats, by site-specific deletions, and in the consensus nucleotide sequence, by a correction process. Whatever the mechanisms responsible, each lineage used them in a specific and different way.
The Modern Segment of Repeats in Anthropoids
In the involucrin gene of this taxon, the lo-codon repeats of the modern segment are located at site M, which is separated by >60 codons from site P ( fig. 3 ). There are 25-64 repeats. In contrast to repeats at site P of the nonanthropoids, the repeats at site M have the same consensus sequence in all the anthropoids. Several features of these repeats make possible their analysis in some detail:
1. The repeats may be classified as A or B, according to their first three codons. In the A repeat the consensus sequence of the first three codons is AAG CAC CTG, and in the B repeat it is GAG CTC CCA; the consensus sequence of the last seven codons (GAG CAG CAG GAG GGG CAG CTG) is the same for the A and B repeats. Overall, the repeats at site M are -90% identical to either the A or the B consensus sequence. The X repeat, lacking the first three codons, is present once or twice (or, rarely, three times) in the catarrhines. The BS repeat, a B-repeat variant containing TCT in the third codon position, is found only in the human.
2. Because the individual A and B repeats are so nearly identical to their respective consensus sequences, the presence of even a single nonconsensus nucleotide serves as an additional marker. This permits one repeat to be matched to another located in the segment of repeats of either the same or another species.
Matching repeats within a segment of repeats frequently reveal the pattern of repeat duplication by means of which the segment was built (Tseng and Green 1989; Djian and Green 1990, 1992) . Matching repeats in different species must have been generated in a common ancestor and are examples of synapomorphy. In order that synapomorphic repeats continue to match long after they were generated, they have to remain fairly stable: there must be no correction of one repeat by another. This condition was not fulfilled at site P, where the process of correction has homogenized the repeats. Comparison of the recently obtained nucleotide sequences of site P of the mouse and the rat reveals that individual repeats of the two species can be matched; evidently, during the relatively brief period since these lineages diverged, the correction process has not altered the repeats sufficiently to destroy their identity (P. Djian, unpublished results). However, the repeats at site M have not undergone correction -Repeat pattern at site M in the anthropoids. The repeats of each species are numbered from 3' to 5'. In the middle region and e/m extension shared between two or more species, repeats are also assigned a roman numeral (platyrrhines), a greek letter (hominoids), or a roman letter (cercopithecines).
at all, even in the early region, which was completed >40 Mya. It may be concluded that nucleotide correction was specifically targeted to site P and that, when the segment of repeats at that site was eliminated in the anthropoid lineage, the process was not transferred to site M.
The modern segment of repeats has been divided into early, middle, and late regions (figs. 7 and 8). Since the succession of repeat additions is predominantly vectorial, in the 3'-to-5' direction, the passage of time can be related to the spatial order of repeat additions: the early region is at the 3' end, the late region is close to the 5 ' end, and the middle region in time is the middle region in the segment of repeats.
The repeats of these three regions are shared to different extents by different anthropoid species. The early region is present in each and therefore must have developed in a common anthropoid ancestor. The late region is not shared even by closely related anthropoids and therefore must have developed after the final divergence of each present-day species from its sister species. The middle region is more complex: it is shared by different species, but not as widely as the early region. For example, in the hominoids a repeat of the middle region may be shared by all five species examined or by only four, three, or two, depending on the order of their divergence from the common hominoid lineage. The different regions will now be described in more detail.
The Early Region
This region, which usually consists of the first 10 repeats at the 3' end of the segment of repeats, is present in all anthropoid lineages and is absent from all nonanthropoid lineages. If more evidence were needed in support of a monophyletic origin of all the anthropoids (Delson and Rosenberger 1980) ) the shared early region of the involucrin gene would be sufficient to prove the point, since catarrhines and platyrrhines share not only a common repeat pattern ( fig. 9 ) but also 22 marker nucleotides (Djian and Green 1992) .
After the early region was generated in the common anthropoid lineage, there were few changes in its repeat structure, but it commonly underwent nucleotide substitutions. This process continued throughout the subsequent history of the lineage, and the substitutions can be classified according to the time at which they occurred ( fig. 9 ). There are 10 synapomorphic substitutions common to the platyrrhines and only 4 common to the catarrhines. This difference probably reflects the short duration of the common catarrhine lineage before its splitting into cercopithecoid and hominoid superfamilies, rather than differences in rate of substitutions between the two superfamilies. Consistent with this conclusion, addition of the 5 synapomorphic substitutions common to the hominoids to the 4 common to all catarrhines gives a total of 9.
The location (left, right, or center) of the roman letter(s) indicates whether repeats are shared by guenons or by macaques or by both, respectively. A vertical bar separates repeats that are not orthologous: for example, repeats K of the hominoids, n of the cercopithecoids, and VIII of the platyrrhines are not orthologous, but repeats a of the hominoids and a of the cercopithecoids are orthologous. A = Deletion. The existence of repeat f in the common macaque lineage is inferred from the presence of a repeat of it (repeat p) in both macaque species. The earlier presence of repeat q, a duplicate of repeat g, is similarly inferred (for details, see Djian and Green 1992) . The repeats of the late region are not shared, they are species specific. Hsa = Homo sapiens (Eckert and Green 1986) ; Ppa = Pan pan&us (Djian and Green 1989b) ; Ggo = Gorilla gorilla (Teumer and Green 1989) ; Ppy = Pongo pygmaeus (Djian and Green 1989a) ; Hla = Hylobates lar fig. 7 ). The deletions assigned to the region and lineage in which they occurred and the number of repeats deleted are given in parentheses. For the human, the size of the late region is that of the most common white allele (Simon et al. I99 1 ) , whereas for the other anthropoids it is that of the largest allele sequenced. Species abbreviations are as in fig. 7 . Similarly, the cercopithecine stem has 2, but the macaques have 4, and if these are added to those common to all catarrhines, the total is 10.
The Middle Region and the e/m Extension
The middle region is defined as that region whose repeats are shared by two or more lineages within the catarrhines or within the platyrrhines but not by both (figs. 7 and 8). The oldest part of the middle region of the catarrhines, consisting of seven repeats, is shared by cercopithecoids and hominoids; after divergence of these lineages, further repeat additions were made independently in each. After its divergence from the cercopithecoids, the common hominoid lineage added 10 repeats. After the gibbon (Hylobates luv) and later the orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) diverged from the common lineage, these species could acquire no further repeats in common with the African apes, but each continued to add repeats to a species-specific late region ( fig. 8) . The same is true for the human after its divergence from the African apes (Djian and Green 1989b) .
Another shared part of the segment of repeats is the early/middle (e/m) extension. This is the region located at the extreme 5' end of the segment of repeats (figs. 7 and 8). As different catarrhines share repeats in their e/m extension, and as different platyrrhines share other repeats in their e/m extension, these extensions were probably formed independently in each infraorder. If so, they would belong to their respective middle regions and would have been separated from the rest of the middle region by the more recently added repeats of the late region; but as it is not impossible that a part of the e/m extension might be older than the middle region (Djian and Green 1992) , the designation "e/m" is retained.
In the catarrhines, the e/m extension must have consisted originally of five repeats. All five have been retained by the macaques and by Pongo, but some or all of the repeats have been deleted in other catarrhines. In figure 8 , the present-day e/m extension of the catarrhines is represented as the result of addition of five repeats, followed by deletion of a variable number. Since none of the three platyrrhines examined possesses an e/m region of more than three repeats, this is probably its original size in the platyrrhines, but in one of the three species two of the repeats were deleted.
The Late Region and Its Polymorphism
This region, located between the 5' end of the middle region and the e/m extension, consists of repeats added to the lineage ancestral to a single species; these repeats are therefore not shared by any other species ( fig. 8 ). In addition, however, there are a few examples of late repeat additions to other parts of the segment of repeats Djian and Green 1992) .
Involucrin of the higher primates commonly shows size polymorphism (Parenteau et al. 1987 ) . This has been demonstrated at the levels of both protein and gene (table   3) . When polymorphic alleles in the nonhuman anthropoids were sequenced, the polymorphism was found to be the result of variations in the number of late repeat additions. Electrophoretic analysis of samples of human involucrin did not show obvious differences in the size of the protein, but restriction-fragment analysis of the gene in a Mormon population disclosed two different sizes of a PstI fragment derived from the coding region (Simon et al. 1989 ). Sequencing of these fragments revealed that they differed by one repeat in the late region. Further examination of PstI fragments did not show any additional polymorphic forms in 11 unrelated whites but did show Simon et al. (1989, 199 I) , for H. sapiens; Teumer and Green (1989) , for G. gorilla; Tseng and Green (I 989), for A. trivirgafus; and Djian and Green (1992) , for M. mulalta.
recombination. In the human lineage, as in the lineages of other higher primates, this hot spot is in the late region, close to the 5' end of the segment of repeats. But in different human populations, white and black, the location of the hot spot differs slightly, so that in whites it is located in the region of the BS repeats and in blacks it is located in the region of the B repeats. As a result, whites have either two or three BS repeats and consistently have five B repeats, whereas blacks usually have two BS repeats and may have five, six, seven, or nine B repeats. The process of vectorial repeat addition has therefore continued to operate in both whites and blacks; but as there has been a consistent difference between the two populations in the sites at which repeats were added, these sites must be controlled endogenously and differently in the two populations.
There is little information about polymorphism of repeat number at site P in nonanthropoid mammals, because such a small number of genes have been examined. In Tursius bancanus, one individual of two possessed 17 rather than 18 repeats at site P, but this difference was the result of a deletion (Djian and Green 199 1).
Vectorial Repeat Addition as an Evolutionary Trend in the Anthropoids
It has often been difficult to distinguish whether the evolution of similar character states by two lineages occurred because both lineages acquired them from a common ancestral lineage (synapomorphy ) or because both lineages evolved them independently by parallel evolution (Mayr 1979) . This is easy to resolve in the case of the anthropoid involucrin gene, where there have been both synapomorphy and parallelism. Synapomorphic repeats match rather precisely; repeats added in parallel do not: these repeats were generated independently, because the mechanism of repeat addition was transmitted at a lineage divergence and continued to operate in both sublineages. The 
repeat (AAG CAC CCC GAG CAG CAG GAG GGG CAG CTG), the B repeat (GAG CTC CCA GAG CAG CAG GAG GGG CAG CTG), and the BS repeats (GAG CTC TCT GAG CAG CAG GAG GGG CAG CTG). The two columns on the left
denote the variable number of B and BS repeats found in whites, and the four columns on the right denote those found in blacks. Arrowheads indicate the position of the hot spots for repeat addition in the white and black populations.
The presence of a single Bs repeat in one black allele may be the result of a deletion in an allele initially containing two Bs repeats (data from Simon et al. 199 1). exact point at which repeat addition in the gene changes from a synapomorphy to a parallelism can usually be identified ( Djian and Green 1992 ) . Repeats added in parallel usually lie 5' of those acquired through synapomorphy.
The site of repeat addition, which was originally located in the early region of the common anthropoid lineage, moved in the 5' direction in both platyrrhines and catarrhines after their divergence. If the unequal recombinations responsible for vectorial repeat addition require the action of one or more proteins, then genes encoding these proteins were inherited by both lineages. As both the site of addition and the identity of the blocks duplicated were only loosely controlled, the duplication pattern was different in each of the diverged lineages. In both catarrhines and platyrrhines, the trend of repeat addition continued through subsequent lineage divergences; for example, across most lineage branchings in the catarrhines for which we have information, each sublineage continued to add repeats, but in different patterns.
Of the 17-24 repeats present in the hominoid middle region, only 7 are shared with the cercopithecoids. Four of these repeats are located close to the boundary of the early region. The middle regions of the two lineages, 5' of those repeats, were mainly extended in parallel, so that the repeats added in the hominoids do not match those added in the cercopithecoids. The pattern produced by the shared and unshared repeats of the involucrin gene can be used to construct an evolutionary tree. But the vectorial nature of the tree is not an abstract one based on nucleotide substitutions having no particular order; it is inherent in the vectorial nature of repeat addition ( fig. 8) .
The existence of the e/m extension suggests how the mechanism of vectorial addition might be targeted. A short specific nucleotide sequence such as chi, which enhances recombination in Escherichia coli (Dixon and Kowalczykowski 199 1)) could not in itself generate vectorial addition in the anthropoid involucrin gene, because all the repeats are so similar. Instead, a mechanism controlling the site of repeat addition might scan the coding region from the 5' end toward the 3' end and become activated when it first encounters repeats; the point of repeat addition (the hot spot) would then be located just inside the segment of repeats. As further repeats were added, the hot spot would move away from the 3 ' end of the segment of repeats but would remain at a fixed position relative to the 5' end. This would explain why, after completion of the early region in the common ancestral anthropoid lineages, so few additions were later made to it: in only 1 of 12 anthropoid species, Cebus albifons, has a repeat been added within the original block of 10, and in only one species, Hylobates lar, has an (incomplete) repeat been added 3' of the early region. Similarly, the middle regions, added separately by catarrhines and platyrrhines, have been mainly preserved: late additions to these regions have occurred, but infrequently. The hominoids seem to have the most precisely located hot spot, and in the human this precision is sufficient to generate population-specific polymorphism.
A comparison of the number of repeats added to the early region relative to the number of repeats subsequently added should be informative with regard to the duration of the common anthropoid lineage. In independent sublineages, the rate at which repeats have been added to the involucrin gene has varied ). However, averaged over a number of species, the rate of addition of repeats in the middle and late regions has not differed greatly between catarrhines and platyrrhines. For example, since the platyrrhine-catarrhine divergence, estimated at 40 Mya, three platyrrhines have added an average of 20 repeats, four cercopithecoids have added an average of 24 repeats, and five hominoids have added an average of 33 repeats. Since it is likely that the hominoids accelerated their rate of repeat addition relative to the other two taxa, the rate of addition for the cercopithecoids and the platyrrhines is probably closer to the rate in the common anthropoid lineage. If 22 repeats (the average for platyrrhines and cercopithecoids) were added to the middle and late regions over a period of 40 Myr, then the addition of the 10 repeats of the early region should have required 18 Myr. This value is in agreement with the current figure for the duration of the common anthropoid lineage (Martin 1990 ).
The inherited mechanism responsible for vectorial addition in the anthropoid lineages has resulted in a trend toward increasing number of repeats. In the absence of strong selection, most mutations introduced into a population are thought to be lost within a few generations (Kimura 1983 ). In the involucrin gene, the mechanismbased process of repeat addition, acting in numerous members of the population, would independently produce alleles with an extended coding region. Even though most of these polymorphic forms are lost because they are neutral, a high rate of repeat addition would favor retention of some of them. If the addition of repeats is the result of unequal crossingover, then there would have to be a bias in the process in order to explain why the extended alleles are retained in preference to the shortened ones.
Some speculation might be warranted as to the significance of the evolution in the anthropoids of a modified involucrin with many more repeats. Numerous com-998 Green and Djian parative studies have been carried out on the skin of primates (Montagna 1972; Perkins 1975) . Grant and Hoff ( 1975) fitted data on 84 characteristics of the skin with the accepted primate taxonomy and found general agreement, with some notable exceptions. Probably none of the characteristics used was directly related to the properties of the stratum corneum. The generation, in the anthropoids, of a larger involucrin with a different repeat structure might be related to the progressive hairlessness of the body. Counts of hair density on the back and chest (Schultz 193 1) have shown that all higher primates have a lower hair density than do two nonprimates, the prairie dog and the domestic cat. Of the higher primates, the platyrrhines have the highest density, and except for the gibbon, the hominoids have the lowest. Pungo and the African apes have a hair density in these regions that is <yrO that of the two nonprimate mammals. Unfortunately no measurements were made on prosimians. It could be imagined that a modified involucrin would change the properties of the cross-linked envelopes and stratum corneum in such a way as to compensate for the loss of hair. The fact that the epidermis of the human has thicker stratum granulosum than does that of other primates has also been attributed to the hairless condition (Montagna and Ellis 1963) .
Are Crossover Points in the Generation of Repeats at Site M Excluded from Specific Locations within Repeats?
Because the repeats in the modem segment are very similar, unequal pairing might be followed by a crossover at any of the 30 nucleotides of a repeat. However, it seems that the nine nucleotides of the first three codons have not participated appreciably in this process. In this region crossovers between an A repeat and a B repeat would sometimes generate a sequence differing in only one nucleotide from an A or B repeat, but, as such a change might occur by nucleotide substitution, it is impossible to know whether it has also occurred by recombination. Other sequences that would be generated by a crossover between adjacent A and B repeats are AAG CAC CCA and GAG CTC CTG; these sequences differ by two nucleotides from the canonical A or B repeat. If recombinations occurred as frequently within the first three codons as elsewhere, wherever A and B repeats are adjacent these recombinants should account for ko, or 10% of all recombinants. However, as neither of these recombinants has been identified in the segment of repeats of any of the 12 anthropoid species, it seems likely that the amount of nucleotide mismatch between the first three codons of A and B repeats is simply too great to permit recombination. Similarly, no recombinant between the third codons of B and BS repeats of the human has been detected. It is not possible to say whether recombination is excluded from other regions of the repeats.
Independence of Repeat Deletions at Site M from the Vectorial Process of Repeat Addition
At site M there have been deletions of integral repeats and of parts of repeats. Most deletions of integral repeats have been revealed by comparison of the genes of different species. Because the late region is species specific, the easiest way of detecting deletions in this region is by comparing different alleles in the same species. But, as few alleles have been sequenced in any species of the nonhuman anthropoids, deletions in the late regions are not included in our analysis (table 4) .
The number of deletions of entire repeats in the early and middle regions is small in comparison with the number of additions: otherwise, the segment of repeats could not have grown. In all sublineages of the anthropoids there is a total of 200 repeats in . . . . . . . . . the early region that are available for deletion. Of these, a total of three integral repeats have been deleted in two lineages. The incidence of integral repeat deletion is higher in the middle region ( 14/ 305 ) and is considerably higher in the e/m extension (13/75). It is evident that the deletions take place independently of the vectorial process of repeat addition: repeats in the early and middle regions have been deleted at different times subsequent to their addition, at the level of the family, subfamily, genus, or species. The e/m extension seems to have been the site of a disproportionately high frequency of deletion over the long period during which no repeats were added to it; but deletions in this region do not seem coupled to the process of repeat addition in the adjacent late region either, since Pongo, which has by far the largest late region, has no deletions in its e/m extension.
In addition to complete repeats, there have been deletions of one to six codons. These deletions, which are useful markers, have occurred at different times in both early and middle regions; two one-codon deletions occurred in the platyrrhines (Phillips et al. 199 1) and a three-codon deletion occurred in the catarrhines soon after their divergence (Djian and Green 1992 ) , whereas other short deletions occurred in catarrhine sublineages.
Green and Djian
The Deletion of the Segment of Repeats at Site P in the Anthropoids
Since two nonprimate mammals, two prosimians, and Tarsius all contain a homologous segment of repeats at site P, whereas none of the anthropoids do, it is necessary to suppose that a segment of repeats at site P was eliminated from the common anthropoid lineage. This likely occurred after the anthropoids had developed a segment of repeats at site M, but before the divergence of catarrhines from platyrrhines. There would therefore not have been > 10 repeats at site M (the size of the early region) when the excision occurred.
The evidence for such an excision is strengthened by traces of the event left at site P in all the anthropoids. In the five nonanthropoid species shown in figure 4 to possess repeats at site P, the last repeat is incomplete and consists of only six codons. Since these five species belong to three mammalian orders, a partial deletion is likely to have occurred in a common mammalian ancestor. If excision of the segment of repeats at site P in the anthropoids took place by a deletion mechanism that operated only on integral repeats, then the remaining single-copy sequence would contain the six codons of the incomplete repeat, but all the other codons located in complete repeats would be lost. In figure 11 , it can be seen that this is the case: the anthropoids lack the last 8 codons of the segment of repeats of Tarsius, and the 6 that are retained are nearly identical to the first 6 codons of the last (or possibly some other) repeat of Tarsius, but not to any other sequence of 6 codons in the 1Ccodon repeat. After the end of site P, Tarsius has a large deletion that will be described later, but comparison of the common anthropoid sequence with the corresponding sequence of the prosimians ( fig. 11) shows that the anthropoids lost no sequence after the eight-codon deletion corresponding to the last half of the integral repeat at site P.
Clustering on Chromosome 1 of Genes for Polymorphic Human Epithelial Proteins Containing Tandem Repeats
Several years ago, the human genes for involucrin and the epithelial mucin PUM [also known as "MUCl" (Spicer et al. 199 1 )] were assigned to chromosome lq2 l- 11 .-Segment of repeats at site P. This segment was deleted in the anthropoids, but an adjacent sequence. was deleted in the tarsioids. The consensus sequence of the integral repeats of the tarsioids is framed. The last repeat (number 18) contains only 6 codons of the usual 14; the missing 8 codons must have been deleted in an ancestral mammalian lineage. Excision of all integral repeats in the common anthropoid lineage has left a sequence of only 6 codons corresponding to the last incomplete repeat of the tarsioids. The tarsioids alone possess a large deletion beginning immediately downstream of site P. A short sequence ofthe prosimians is included to show that the anthropoid deletion did not include sequence beyond the end of site P.
22 (Stroh et al. 1987; Swallow et al. 1987; Simon et al. 1989) . Since then, two other epidermal proteins containing tandem repeats were assigned to the same chromosomal region: filaggrin (McKinley-Grant et al. 1989 ) and loricrin (Yoneda et al. 199 1) . Filaggrin (Gan et al. 1990 ) and the mucin PUM (Swallow et al. 1987 ) also exhibit size polymorphism resulting from a variable number of repeats (Gendler et, al. 1988) . It seems curious that the genes for these four proteins should be so highly clustered. This might be explained by the existence of a common repeat-altering mechanism located in or targeted to this region. On the other hand, filaggrin (Gan et al. 1990 ) and loricrin (Yoneda et al. 199 1) have a gene structure very similar to that of involucrin (a single coding exon, a short exon for 5' untranslated sequence, and a single intron), and the length of the intron is identical in loricrin and involucrin. Although the coding regions of the two genes are not homologous, it seems that both genes could have arisen from a common primordial gene whose intron / exon structure was established before much coding region was added.
The Utility of the Involucrin Gene as a Phylogenetic Marker
The construction of phylogenetic trees from molecular data is largely based on comparisons of homologous nucleotide sequences of related species. Since nucleotide substitutions are common accidents of DNA replication, they occur continuously at most or all sites, although neither the location of the sites mutated nor the identity of the nucleotides substituted is completely random (Fitch 1967; King and Jukes 1969; Li et al. 1984) . If substitution occurs in an ancestral lineage, divergent sublineages will carry the substituted nucleotide (synapomorphy ). However, the homologous sequences of the diverged lineages may by chance undergo the same nucleotide substitution independently, and the resulting shared substitution cannot be distinguished from synapomorphy. Similarly, if a nucleotide synapomorphic for three species undergoes back-mutation in one of the three, the other two will share an apparent synapomorphy. Statistical analyses of increasing subtlety have been used to distinguish true synapomorphies from fortuitous sharing: maximum parsimony (Fitch 1977) , distance matrix, and maximum likelihood (for a general discussion and references, see Nei 1987) . Nevertheless, when the common ancestry is of short duration, and when the branches evolve at different rates, the conclusions become uncertain (Lake 1991; Olsen 1991) .
Comparison of the involucrin genes of different anthropoids reveals shared repeat patterns concordant with accepted phylogeny, except in the case of the African apes and man (figs. 7 and 8). Here, the uniquely shared repeats of the involucrin genes indicate a phylogeny different from that reported for a number of other genes (summarized in Goodman et al. 1990; Ruvolo et al. 199 1; also see Sibley and Ahlquist 1987; Caccone and Powell 1989) . For these genes, apparent synapomorphies supporting a Pan/human clade are more numerous than those supporting a Pan/Gorilla clade, but the number of apparent synapomorphies supporting the latter is quite appreciable. Overall, the significance of these differences remains doubtful (Bulmer 199 1) .
Analysis of this problem by using the involucrin gene is based mainly on shared repeats. These repeats are identified by their location, their type, and their marker nucleotides, and this makes it possible to distinguish true from apparent synapomorphies. Of course, if addition of a repeat in a lineage common to three species is followed by deletion of this repeat in one of the three, the result would be an apparently synapomorphic repeat in the other two; but this should be uncommon, because the rate of deletion is low compared with the rate of addition (the segment of repeats is growing in every lineage) and because the deletions are not directed to the same site as are the additions. Because four repeats of the middle region-three (w, o, and sol) located at its 5' end and one (E) located near its 3' end-are shared exclusively by Pan and Gorilla and because no repeats are shared exclusively by Pan and the human (table   5 ) , it has been concluded elsewhere that Pan and Gorilla must be sister species (Djian and Green 19898) . Synapomorphic marker nucleotides can occur because a repeat already containing a marker nucleotide has been duplicated in a common lineage; we have used such markers to identify the orthologous repeats just described. But a synapomorphic marker nucleotide may also be introduced into a lineage by a substitution in a repeat that is older and therefore more widely shared. Examination of repeats of the early and middle region shared by three to nine catarrhine species shows the presence of four marker nucleotides shared exclusively by Pan and Gorilla and shows none shared by Pan and human (table 5) . Outside the segment of repeats, there are only two nucleotides shared exclusively by any two of the three anthropoid species; as one is shared by Pan and Gorilla and one is shared by Pan and human, these sharings are of no use in establishing the relatedness of the three species.
We attribute to the segment of repeats a greater utility for establishing phylogenetic relations between the African apes and man, because we can distinguish synapomorphic from parallel repeat additions. Synapomorphic repeats, like nucleotide synapomorphies in more widely shared repeats, are found in the African apes but not in Pan and human. We therefore think that for deciding the phylogenetic relatedness of African apes and humans the conclusions derived from comparisons of the segments of repeats of the involucrin gene must be weighed strongly against the conclusions derived from comparisons of nucleotide substitutions in other genes.
Tarsioids and Their Failed Transition from a Segment of Repeats at Site P to One at Site M Although tarsioids share many primitive features with the prosimians, they share with the anthropoids more recently derived features, both morphological and molecular. This has led to the assignment of anthropoids and tarsioids to a common subor- NOTE.-EXCIUS~WI~ shared repeats and exclusively shared nucleotides within broadly shared repeats show numerous concordances with a Pun/Gort//u clade and show no concordances with a Pun/human clade. For each species, repeats are numbered according to Djian and Green (19896) . Greek letters. designaling shared repeats of the hominoid middle region. are according to Djian and Green (1990) .
a Repeats E (15). w (32) o (33), and aa (34). b In repeats 9, a (I I), q (I 7 of P. punt.wut and G ,qori//u and I6 of H suprms). and 0 (I 8 of P punr.xw.~ and G. ~orr//u and 17 of II vupccv.s).
der-the haplorhines ( Aiello 1986 ) . Comparisons of amino acid and nucleotide sequences of tarsioids and anthropoids have supported this relation (Beard and Goodman 1976; de Jong and Goodman 1988; Koop et al. 1989) .
The segment of repeats at site P of the tarsioids is a primitive feature because it resembles the corresponding segment of the prosimians (fig. 5 ). However, in contrast to the prosimian gene, the tarsioid gene also resembles the anthropoid gene, in possessing the beginning of a segment of repeats at site M ( fig. 12 ) . This shows that repeat generation at site M began in the haplorhines, the common ancestor of tarsioids and anthropoids (Djian and Green 199 1) . In the tarsioids, site M contains both a locodon sequence virtually identical to the A repeat of the anthropoids and, in addition, a typical X repeat possessing only the last 7 codons. There is no B repeat. After divergence of the tarsioids from the anthropoids, the former added no further repeats to this segment over a period during which the latter added up to 62 more. The haplorhine lineage therefore began a process that the prosimians did not, and the anthropoids continued this process, whereas the tarsioids did not. Perhaps as a result of their inability to continue repeat addition at site M, the tarsioids retained the segment of repeats at site P, while the anthropoids did not. The tarsioids then modified this segment by the addition of shorter repeats ( fig. 5 ).
Sustained Activity and Abrupt Termination of Gene-altering Mechanisms: The Meaning of Trends in the Evolution of Involucrin
There is no doubt about the existence of evolutionary trends in animal morphology (Mayr and Vaurie 1948; Michener 1949) . Much study has been devoted to their meaning (for recent views, see Mayr 1979; Gould 1980) . Even though it is not completely random (Fitch 1967) , the process of nucleotide substitution, because of its origin ( replication error), does not manifest trends persisting through multiple lineage branchings. In contrast, the segment of repeats in the involucrin gene does show evolutionary trends. The continuity of each trend must depend on the continuity of a specific mechanism of genomic change.
The segment of repeats at site P, present in nonprimate mammals, was retained by the prosimians and tarsioids, but it was modified in three ways. Each lineage shortened the repeat length by site-specific deletions, and each added more repeats. Each lineage altered the consensus codons of the repeats, usually at several positions; this was the result of nucleotide substitution followed by a process of correction operating largely between neighboring repeats.
Position
Number of These mechanisms acting at site P came to a halt in the anthropoids because the segment of repeats on which the mechanisms had acted was eliminated. But the same trends continued by other means. The anthropoid lineage generated a new segment of repeats with a repeat length shorter than that of the old segment at site P. The first repeat was added in the common haplorhine lineage and is therefore found in the tarsioids. The trend of repeat addition continued in the common anthropoid lineage after its divergence from the tarsioids; it continued in both platyrrhines and catarrhines after their divergence; it continued in both cercopithecoids and hominoids after their divergence; it continued in both macaques and guenons after their divergence; and it continued in most species after each diverged from all others, thereby forming the late regions. The arrest of repeat addition in the tarsioids must be attributed to suppression of the repeat-generating mechanism that acted earlier in the haplorhine lineage and that continued to act in the anthropoid sublineages.
In the prosimians, the codon composition of the segment of repeats at site P was changed from that in the nonprimate mammals ( fig. 13 ). Nucleotide substitutions plus correction eliminated aspartic acid as a consensus amino acid of the segment and decreased its serine content. The glutamine content was reduced slightly by the same process and by site-specific deletion. Glycine, which is not a consensus amino acid in the dog or pig proteins, became a consensus amino acid in the prosimians, and the leucine content increased. Proline became a consensus amino acid in Lemur catta and Tanks. The same trends were continued in the anthropoids by the generation of the modem segment of repeats, which lacks consensus codons for aspartic acid and serine and has a consensus codon for glycine. Of the seven amino acids whose abundance in the segment of repeats is plotted in figure 13 , most continued further in the anthropoids the trend begun in the prosimians. Because of the presence of B repeats, which have a consensus codon for proline, this amino acid was maintained at an elevated level. The presence of A repeats, which possess a consensus codon for histidine, maintained this amino acid at 7.0%, compared with 8.0% in the nonprimate mammals and 6.0% in the prosimians and tarsioids (not shown in fig. 13 ).
The following four different events had to occur in order for the anthropoid lineage to maintain, in its segment of repeats at site M, the trend of the changes that had occurred between nonprimate mammals and prosimians at site P: ( 1) The correct lo-codon sequence (site M ) had to be selected for duplication (most IO-codon sequences would not yield the right amino acid composition); (2) the fourth codon of the prototype sequence had to be mutated to encode glutamic acid instead of glycine (fig. 12) ; (3) the first three codons had to be mutated in order to generate the K H L of the A repeat; this happened in the common haplorhine lineage because this sequence is present in Tarsius; and (4) the first three codons of the B repeat had to be generated later by nucleotide substitutions in an A repeat. some repeats containing 16 codons, the mean repeat length in the prosimians differed from that in the tarsioids by less than one codon. The tarsioid lineage, but not the prosimian lineages, then added to site P two shorter repeats duplicated sequentially from an adjacent repeat containing 14 codons. It is impossible to say whether this required a new mechanism of repeat addition or whether the mechanism of repeat addition at site M could have been diverted to site P.
These modifications suggest that the evolution of the haplorhine involucrin gene was programmed, but not so rigidly that the program could not be altered in the tarsioids. The site of excision was simply diverted in that lineage, in order to retain the segment of repeats at site P, and shorter repeats were added there instead of at site M.
Natural Selection and the Evolution of the Involucrin Gene
An argument might be made that all codon changes at site P are the result of random mutations subject to selection and that different selective pressures in the five lineages led to a different consensus sequence for each species. This does not seem reasonable, because approximately one-third of the changes in consensus nucleotides are silent (fig. 4) .
It might also be argued that, in the formation of the anthropoid segment of repeats at site M, the appearance of vectorial addition is an illusion: repeats could have been added randomly if the earlier repeats were under such strong selective pressure that later addition of repeats to an older region would have resulted in elimination of the population containing them. This possibility may be considered in relation to the amount of divergence of all kinds that has been tolerated in the early regions of different animals ( fig. 14) . In contrast to the stability of the overall repeat structure of the early region in most species, it can be seen that all of the 10 repeats have undergone either coding changes or deletions or both, in one or more species. If both replacements and deletions are counted, an average of 5.8 of the 10 codons per repeat have undergone alteration in some lineage. Even where, in most species, a position is occupied by a single amino acid (such as glutamic acid at position 4 or glutamine at position 9), suggesting that these residues might be essential, a species may eliminate, by substitution or deletion, as many as half of these residues. Among the amino acids for which no substitution or deletion has so far been found is the second glutamine residue of repeat 5, the residue in human involucrin most reactive as an amine acceptor in the transglutaminase-catalyzed reaction (Simon and Green 1988) . From a consideration of the otherwise great variability in the early regions of different species, it seems unlikely that selective pressure would have resisted the subsequent introduction of repeats into the completed early region, particularly since the repeats of the middle and late regions are so similar to those of the early region. In addition, anachronous repeat additions, though infrequent, have occurred in both early and middle regions.
Another measure of selective pressure is the ratio of synonymous to nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions. For the early region of involucrin, this ratio is 0.89, a value lower than we have been able to find for any other protein; even C-peptides and signal peptides have higher values, and most polypeptides have much higher values (Li et al. 1985) . The low value for the early region of involucrin is consistent with the other evidence that selective pressure acting on the early region is very low. Nor is there any evidence that positive natural selection could explain the fact that 14.-Coding alterations in the early region of different anthropoid species. The consensus amino acid sequence in 12 anthropoid species is given for each of the 10 repeats of the early region. Alterations in one or more species are boxed or framed. Solid lines indicate deletions, and dashed lines indicate amino acid replacements. Over half of the amino acids have been deleted or replaced in one or more species. The doubly underlined Q in repeat 5 is the preferred residue for cross-linking in human involucrin (Simon and Green 1988) . the middle region lies 5' of the early region: the ratio of synonymous to nonsynonymous mutations in the middle region (0.47 in the catarrhines) may be compared either with the value of 0.41 expected for random substitutions without selection (Nei 1987, p. 29) or with the value of 0.50 calculated for a pair of pseudogenes of B-globin from the data of .
The idea that positive natural selection could explain why the late region lies 5' of the middle region is equally implausible. This would require that in each lineage containing a population that added late repeats or repeat blocks in the correct position, natural selection would eliminate the population that added no repeats or that added repeats in the wrong position. Each new duplication would become fixed by a repetition of the same process. To take one example, in the generation of the late region of the Pongo gene, more than five block duplications occurred (Djian and Green 1989a) . If each of these had to be preserved by natural selection, then the Pongo lineage would have had to be successively purified by the elimination of the populations lacking the duplications.
Because a segment of repeats is so common in transglutaminase substrates and is present in every involucrin gene studied so far, it is reasonable that natural selection might favor the retention of some kind of segment of repeats in involucrin. But, as in the case of the a chain of fibrin, there is great latitude among different species in the detailed features of the repeats (table 1) . During the early stages in the evolution of the anthropoids, the segment of repeats at site P must have been retained, as it is today in the tarsioids; but an incipient segment of repeats at site M might have generated a selective advantage. Once a certain number of repeats was added at this site, the segment of repeats at site P could be eliminated without selective disadvantage. But it seems unlikely that selective pressure could have determined either the pattern of repeat addition or the total number of repeats added. Twenty-five repeats are found in the Cebus albifrons gene, but there are 64 in the Pongo gene. The human contains 38-41 repeats in different polymorphic forms of the gene, and in Gorilla the range in number of repeats in three different polymorphic forms was 30-44. Furthermore, both the site of repeat additions and the nature of the polymorphic forms are different in whites and blacks. If natural selection had any role in shaping the process of repeat addition, it is likely to have been minor and confined to an early stage in the process.
Polymorphism of repeat number is confined to the most recently evolved parts of the segment of repeats, i.e., the late additions. The early and middle regions are monomorphic; however, these regions must have been polymorphic when they were being generated; for instance, the early region must have been polymorphic in a common anthropoid ancestor when the rate of repeat addition to this region was high. But this polymorphism was transitory: as the hot spot for repeat addition moved in a 5' direction and generated new polymorphic forms, repeat addition to the early region became rare, and its polymorphism could not be maintained: only one of the old polymorphic forms became fixed in the population; the others were lost. The disappearance of old polymorphism observed in the involucrin gene is consistent with repeat additions being neutral with respect to selection (Ring and Jukes 1969; Kimura 1983) .
Once a certain number of repeats was added to the early region, the essential function of the segment of repeats could be carried out, and further addition of repeats was the result of continuing activity of the repeat-adding mechanism. The trend of vectorial addition in the anthropoid gene is likely to continue until (a) the segment of repeats becomes so long that natural selection acts against it, (b) the entire segment of repeats is abolished, as was the fate of the segment at site P, or (c) some other mechanism increases the rate of deletion of repeats or prevents further addition.
In two other examples of short tandem repeats, the selective value of these repeats has been examined. One example is in the coding region of the large subunit of RNA polymerase II (Nonet et al. 1987 ) and the other is in the origin of replication of the Epstein-Barr virus (Chittenden et al. 1989) . In both cases, deletion of the entire segment of repeats was deleterious, but function was regained by restoration of half or fewer of the original number of repeats.
Like the segment of repeats, the rest of the coding region of the involucrin gene shows great variability between different species (fig. 15 ) . A comparison of the amino acid sequences of human, pig, and dog shows that only 19% of the amino acids are conserved in the three species (78 of a mean total of 405 when the N-terminal methionine is excluded). The longest stretch of conserved amino acid sequence is seven residues, located around the beginning of site P; however, only two of these amino acids are conserved in all 17 species whose genes have been sequenced. The next longest stretch of conserved sequence is six residues, located near the N-terminus; this sequence is conserved in all 17 species. The next longest stretches in the three species consist of five, four, and three amino acids, but in other species few of these amino acids are conserved (fig. 15 ) . Conserved in all species are two separated cysteine residues located not far from the N-terminus. The total number of residues conserved across all 17 species is 28, or 4.8% of the human molecule. After the second conserved glutamine at site P (residue 85 in the human), there is only a single conserved amino acid in the rest of the molecule, even though that part contains 499 residues of the Hs2l QPVFAPAPGQVQDIQPALPTKGEVLLPVEHQQQKQEV
578
Cfa QPAFVPAQVQVREP-----LKGEVLPLIEQQHQKQEV
278
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FIG. 1 %-Conserved sequences outside the segment of repeats. Solid frames enclose those amino acids conserved in human (Hsa), pig (Ssc), and dog (Cfa). The sequence indicated at site P is that of the first repeat. A dot over an amino acid indicates that it is conserved in the 17 species whose gene has been sequenced. The pig sequence underwent a frameshift by deletion of a nucleotide in codon 339 and terminated within site M. Dashes indicate deletions. The extent of conservation is extremely small, in comparison with other groups of orthologous proteins. The arrowhead indicates the position of an additional four codons in the dog. total of 584 in the human. The conserved amino acid is a lysine, suggesting that it may be an important amine donor in the transglutaminase-catalyzed reaction.
The very low frequency of conserved residues in involucrin may be compared with the much higher frequency of conserved residues in serum albumin, a protein of similar size. Because the dog sequence is not known, we have compared the human, pig, and rat sequences. Although serum albumin is not thought to be subject to much selective pressure ( Ruffner and Dugaiczyk 1988 ) , comparison of the sequences of the three species shows conservation of 383 of a total of 606 residues (i.e., 63% identity). There is no sequence of > 14 residues that lacks a residue conserved by the three species. Many of the amino acid replacements that have occurred in one of the three species are conservative. There is only a single deleted codon in the three species, and no frameshift or premature termination. It is obvious that, even in regions outside its segment of repeats, involucrin has evolved much more freely than serum albumin.
In contrast to involucrin, the keratinocyte transglutaminase has been rather conservative in evolution (Phillips et al. 1992) , as cDNA encoding the human mRNA detects a genomic sequence not only in other mammals but also in birds, amphibia, and fish. It does not seem likely that the free evolution of the involucrin gene required corresponding evolution of the transglutaminase gene.
Not All Genes Are Equal for the Study of Evolution
Nucleotide substitutions in coding regions are commonly regarded as the basis of evolution. Gene duplication and exon shuffling contribute to evolution by adding new material to be further modified by nucleotide substitution. Most studies of molecular phylogeny assume that all genes give similar information about evolutionary processes and that there is safety in numbers; but most genes are ancient and have not undergone drastic modification in recent times, perhaps because such changes in a mature gene would impair the effectiveness of the protein and would not be tolerated by natural selection. In these genes, functionally important parts are most conserved, whereas in involucrin a functionally important part (the segment of repeats) has undergone the most extreme change. Mature genes encoding proteins that must be tightly constrained in order to preserve function are not likely to reveal the repertory of genealtering processes available to the genome. In contrast, two-thirds of the coding region of the involucrin gene (the segment of repeats at site M ) is new in the higher primates and may be described as nascent in that lineage.
The serial revisions of the involucrin gene, their abrupt onset and termination, and the trends of long duration require endogenous (genomically encoded) mechanisms. These revisions can even be considered as an example of directed evolution, not necessarily in the sense of the older definition-i.e., that the final end of the evolution is defined at the early stages (orthogenesis)-but in the sense that a particular mechanism leads in a particular direction. A mechanism that adds repeats ensures that larger alleles will be produced. Systematic changes such as codon deletion or codon alteration by substitution and correction ensure that the amino acid composition will change in a particular direction. We therefore define the principal mode of evolution of the involucrin gene as mechanism based (table 6) .
One may ask whether the involucrin gene could be so exceptional that the mechanisms acting on it would have no relevance to other genes. It seems unlikely that mechanisms active on any one gene would not be used in the evolution of other genes. The existence of different segments of repeats in the fibrin a chains of lamprey and bovine (Wang et al. 1989) suggests that some of the mechanisms implicated in the evolution of involucrin may have participated in the evolution of fibrin. There is some evidence for a recombinational hot spot for repeat addition both in coding regions of genes (McLean et al. 1987; Fietz et al. 1990 ) and in noncoding minisatellite DNA (Jeffreys et al. 199 1) . If different genes were to require different evolutionary mechanisms, this would imply an even greater diversity of those mechanisms.
The conclusions we have drawn about the evolution of the involucrin gene concern an aspect of evolution different from that dealt with by natural selection or neutral mutation-random drift (Fitch 1982) . Both of these theories are concerned more with the spread of mutations through populations than with factors affecting the generation of the mutations and are hardly at all concerned with regularities in their generation. In contrast, our principal conclusion regarding the evolution of the involucrin gene is that it is characterized by regularities that must depend on endogenous mechanisms that can be controlled. This means that the genome participates in its own evolution by providing the necessary mechanisms. This conclusion would be unchanged if, for example at site P, unequal recombination-and not gene conversion-were the correction mechanism and if differences in repeat length at that site in different lineages resulted from insertions rather than from deletions: the trends in the evolution of the involucrin gene would remain the result of repeated use of targeted mechanisms of genomic change. Trends in evolution have often been attributed to random change followed by natural selection, but it is obvious that the existence of a mechanism producing repeated changes of similar kind (as demonstrated for involucrin) would permit a lineage to evolve consistently in a certain direction without the assistance of natural selection.
